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Think of volcanoes and your mind’s eye might 
picture Iceland and Indonesia, Japan or Hawaii, 
home to craters of fire responsible for jaw-dropping 
lava displays. But Germany? Perhaps not. And 
yet part of the country reveals a secret realm of 
spectacular geology. Get to its heart on this driving 
route, which follows a chain of almost 350 eruption 
sites and nearly 40 sinkholes, crater lakes, quarries, 
lava flows, domes and geysers. Location-wise, it ’s 
a map of 10,000-year-old geological puzzles spun 
out from the River Rhine to the Eifel Mountains.

Start by heading south from Bonn to the Laacher 
See, a 2-km- (1.2-mile-) wide volcanic caldera. This 
lakeside is as pretty as any in Germany, and beyond 
the hum of picnicking families there are hikes to 
enjoy, Maria Laach Abbey to explore and boat trips 
to take across the placid surface. From here, there’s 
a quick succession of intriguing volcanic attractions 
before the route ends in Trier: Mount Eppelsberg, 
whose black bands were the result of several 
eruptions; the interactive Meurin Roman Mine, 
the ash tuff from which was used to build cities 
such as Cologne; and the soothing thermal springs 
at Bad Bertrich, a town surrounded by seven 
(thankfully) extinct volcanoes.

Vulkanstrasse
LOCATION Germany START/FINISH Bonn/Trier 
DISTANCE 280 km (174 miles) TIME 3–4 days 
ROAD CONDITIONS Well maintained 
INFORMATION www.deutsche-vulkanstrasse.com

Don’t be mistaken by Germany’s rolling 
farmlands and fairy-tale forests – this is 
also a land of f ire, with crater lakes, cold 
geysers and hollow volcanoes. 

Crater lakes and 
domes on the 
Vulkanstrasse 
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Before the European Union, there was the Hanseatic League. 
This medieval alliance of trading guilds and city states stretched 
from the Netherlands to Russia, but it began in the 12th 
century with just a handful of north German market towns. 
Nine centuries on, this driving tour links the best of them.

This portion of the route begins in Stralsund, in Germany’s 
far northeast. This pretty, orange-roofed port city is famed for 
its UNESCO-listed old town, as well as its status as a gateway to 
the chalk cliffs and sandy shores of Rügen island. It ’s just a short 
drive west from here to Rostock, which may lack the classical 
charms of its near neighbour but has an appealing harbour and 
easy access to the ever-popular Warnemünde beach resort.

Continue west to explore the handsome Hanseatic cities of 
Wismar (with its famous wrought-iron fountain) and Lübeck 
(home to an iconic red-brick city gate) en route to the 
confederation’s best-known asset: Hamburg. Spend a few days 
here exploring its extraordinary architecture and museums (and 
nightlife) before ending your travels in Bremen, where the grand 
town hall testifies to the city’s rich history as a Hanseatic power.

Hanseatic League
LOCATION Germany START/FINISH Stralsund/Bremen 
DISTANCE 485 km (300 miles) TIME 7 days ROAD 
CONDITIONS Very good INFORMATION www.hanse.org

Discover the lesser-visited region of Germany’s 
Baltic coastline, home to cities that were once part 
of a medieval trading union.

Witch-hatted 
Holsten Gate, an 

impressive 
gateway to the 

town of Lübeck
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another way
Extend your Hanseatic adventure 
by continuing down to Cologne, 
heading east via Paderborn and 
Brunswick, then looping around 
Berlin and back up to Stralsund. 
The route linking all the major 
Hanseatic cities is 1,750 km 
(1,085 miles) altogether.
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